Recap of Week Two/Kino CC 101
Catechism of the Catholic Church #74-100: Transmission of Divine Revelation
Catechism of the Catholic Church #101-141: Sacred Scripture
Name: ______________________________

Date: __________/__________/__________

This handout is meant to help you recall what has been covered in class. Please complete it in class,
correct it at home on your own and return it corrected to the instructor at the beginning of the following
class. Completing it will go towards your class participation grade.

Transmission of Divine Revelation: CCC #74-100
1. Why does God communicate Himself to us? (CCC #74)
2. Who did Christ command to preach the Gospel (CCC #75)
a. In what two ways did they hand on the Gospel? (CCC #76-77)
b. Who continues that command today? (CCC #77)
3. What makes up the Word of God? (CCC #80-81)
4. Who is the source of Scripture and Tradition? (CCC#80)
a. What is Scripture? (CCC #81)
b. What is Tradition? (CCC #81)
5. To whom did Christ give the authority to interpret the Word of God?
a. What is this authority called? (CCC #86)
b. With whose authority does it teach? (CCC #87)
6. What is a dogma? (CCC #88-90)
7. What is the supernatural ‘sense of faith’? (CCC #91-93)

Sacred Scripture: CCC #101-141
1. To what is God’s communication in human words compared? (CCC #101)

2. Who is the principal author of Sacred Scripture? (CCC #105)

3. Who else is credited as having the written the Bible as instrumental authors? (CCC #106)

4. What word is used to describe the divine authorship of the Scriptures? (CCC #106)

5. What is inerrancy? What does it cover? (CCC #107)

6. In order to begin to interpret what is in the Scriptures, whose intention must we first discover
(CCC #109)

7. How are we to interpret the Scriptures according to the Spirit? List the three criteria (CCC #111114)

8. What are the two senses of Scripture? What do they include? (CCC #115-119)

9. How did the Church determine which books were to be part of the Bible (CCC #120)

10. The Sacred Scriptures are composed of which two testaments? (CCC #105)

11. What section of the Bible is the heart of all the Scriptures? Why? (CCC #125)

12. What is typology? What does typology teach us about the relationship between the two
testaments of the Bible? (CCC #128)

